EXPERIENCE
COMPENDIUM.

MAXWELL-EXPERIENCED.

Few cellar doors give Maxwell’s holistic wine experience.
Perched atop the winery, you have a window into its soul.
While Mark Maxwell and his team proudly introduce you to
our range of wines and mead, either informally or through
a personally guided wine flight, you may glimpse an infant
vintage start its journey in the fermenters. Discover the
nuances brought about by time, terroir and talent over a
tasting plate accompanied by the scents and sounds of the
winery below.

MAXWELL EXPERIENCES

Canape & Wine Flight
$39 pp

2-15

This amazing adventure in food and wine allows
you the opportunity to taste 5 wines perfectly
matched with creations from our acclaimed Head
Chef, Fabian Lehmann.
Experience first hand how wine and food paired together can be greater than the sum of their parts.
Understand the pleasure of complimentary and
contrasting flavours and textures like never before.

Mead Flight
$25 pp

2-15

Discover the sophistication and versatility of mead
from the pioneers of the Australian Mead industry.
Immerse yourself in a truly one of a kind experience. Taste four Meads: Sparkling, Honey, Spiced
and Liqueur, expertly paired with sweet sensations
under the guidance of Pastry Chef Jason Brown.

Group Loft Experience
$15 pp

7-15

Upon arrival to the cellar door guests will be
escorted to ‘The Loft’. They will be treated to a
seated and private tasting experience of eight
themed wines including a barrel sample of one of
our premium reds.

MAXWELL-MADE.

MAXWELL EXPERIENCES

Access all areas discovery tour
$95 pp

2-8

Commencing in the cellar door, hear the Maxwell
story with a taste of Envious Sparkling to carry
on tour. Guests are escorted through the winery
and given an overview of the winemaking process
including harvesting, oak and fermentation. Taste
iconic wines not yet released directly from the barrel. Visit our century-old limestone cave for stories
of mushroom growing and a taste. Return to Cellar
Door for a hosted Mead Flight.

Access all areas: tour and dining
$195 pp

2-8

Upon completion of your VIP tour, you will be
escorted to the restaurant where you will enjoy an
exclusive tasting menu prepared by Head Chef
Fabian Lehmann with accompanying wines
matched by owner and winemaker Mark Maxwell.

MAXWELL-MADE.

MAXWELL EXPERIENCES

Terms & conditions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Standard wine tastings are only available for 1-6 people, charges apply.
Bookings greater than 6 people are considered a group booking and must choose one of
the above experiences.
Bookings available daily; times subject to availability.
Weekend bookings available before midday.
Groups greater than 12 can have exclusive use of The Loft.
Reservations made for groups less than 12 will remain open and can be offered to other
booking enquiries until maximum of 15 people are reached.
Full payment is required at the time of booking and cost of experience is not
redeemable on purchases.
Where possible experiences above 6 people will be hosted in The Loft.

Reservations & enquiries
E: EXPERIENCE@MAXWELLWINES.COM.AU
P: 08 8323 8200
MAXWELLWINES.COM.AU

MAXWELL-MADE.

